Product Owner
About Fizyr
Fizyr integrates vision software into robot systems to handle objects varying in shape, size and colour.
Through our deep learning algorithm, robot systems learn to recognize unknown objects autonomously.
Equipping robots with Fizyr frees hands from repetitive tasks and greatly speeds up automated processes.
Under the name Delft Robotics (precursor of Fizyr) we ranked first in both the picking final and stowing final
of the prestigious Amazon Picking Challenge in 2016, establishing our solution at the forefront of cognitive
technology.

The opportunity
We are a young and fast-growing company. We are recognized by world-class partners for the capabilities of
our algorithms. To fulfil the high expectations of our customers, we are looking for a Product Owner to
expand our team of bright minds.
We offer a job in an exciting, high tech environment within an enthusiastic team of highly skilled experts. We
are close to the research community and work on applications of state-of-the-art computer vision
technology. Our applications work in production at large postal services and e-commerce warehouses as well
as a variety of other industries.
Together with a team of software developers, computer vision engineers and deep learning experts you will
be working on creating software solutions to be implemented on the robots of our global industry partners.
Additionally, half of all our development is on expanding our internal toolset which enables current and
future projects.

Function description
At any time, there are numerous ongoing projects within Fizyr. These may vary from continues internal
development to large projects for customers (>6 months) to small customer related pilot projects (~ 3
weeks). Together with the team you will be responsible for determining the projects deliverables, as well as
roughly planning the effort. You will be the customers point of contact for many of these projects and guide
the process towards delivery.

Activities
Because of the large variety of your tasks, no day will be the same:






Together with the team and the clients you will formulate deliverables and project outlines.
You will be end responsible for the operational development processes.
For projects you will be the point of contact for the clients.
You will coach, motivate, evaluate and distribute responsibilities over the development team (8
developers and growing).
Together with the CEO you will define project proposals.

You are




A people manager that is motivated to get the most out of an excellent development team, with
both management and coaching skills.
Pragmatic in translating requirements into achievable development goals.
Have a technical background and is interested in the inner mechanics of 3D-Vision, Robotics and
Artificial Intelligence, and can facilitate critical technical decisions.

How to apply?
Candidates interested in this job opening are invited to send their CV and motivation letter to
career@fizyr.com

